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Abstract 

A low cost control and data acquisition computer system 
was developed to be used as an element in distributed archi- 
tecture control systems. It can be viewed as a low cost re- 
placement for the CALIAC crate and its associated computer. 
This Local Area Computer (LAC) is based on the STD bus 
backplane, a low end industrial standard. Currently, it runs 
on a 8088 based processor card. Communication with other 
completers on the system is achieved through a specially de- 
signed SCSI-Ethernet controller, which ran be programmed to 
allow sending of data only during a specified “time slot”. This 
mechanism avoids delays on t,he network due to collisions: and 
enables the LAC to dump its entire “database” at regular in- 
tervals for retrieval by one or several hosts. Software -written 
in (1 and running under the \‘XTX real time executive- mimics 
the easy access to the hardware typical of CAllAC modules, 
allowing interfacing to control system software developed at 
other laboratories. Most of the L.4C components are “off the 
shelf” items. However, some peripherals specific to accelera- 
tors, such as high stability voltage references and charge ADCs, 
were developed in house. 

Introduction 

Controls systems for accelerators have been following the 
general trend in the computer industry of distributing the pro- 
cessing and data acquisition functions. Given the sheer phys- 
ical size of most accelerators, distributing the interface to the 
hardware so they can be in close proximity, can br jllstificsd 
often times just by the savings rraliz?d in cabliug costs. In 
the past, such distribution was obtained by contlrcting sevrral 
C,.ZhIAC! crates to a controlling cc~r:lput?r. Nom- a days. :T-ith 
the steep drop in the price of corllputer hardwarr. it is nIc)I’C 
econc>nlical to distribute not onl!- thr harware interface. bul 

the entire computer system. 

A typical control system architecture (‘2ig.l) can be 
thought of then as a series of data processing computers (work- 
stations), data acquisition/control or front end computers - 
which interface with the hardware -- and a data network that 
allows them to communicate. 

Characteristics of Front End Computers 

The front end computers are required to respond very fast, 
to control requests from the data processing computers. They 
are also in charge of gathering all the accelerator related in- 
strumentation data for use at the data processing end. 

Most of the interface with the hardware in accelerator ron- 
trol systems can be implemented as simple reading or writing 
to I/O ports. Tasks such as setting a magnet or reading a 
BPM are normally reduced to writing a Ifi bit number to a 
D/A converter, or reading the digital output of an ADC In 
those cases, very little local processing power is needed. One 
can think of having the front end computer take care of some 
of the scaling or noise reduction tasks, but in general these jobs 
are better handled by workstations at the data processing end. 

In other cases ---perhaps 10% of the total hardware inter- 
face function- it is clearly beneficial to add svmc on-board 
processing. Take as an example a system to measure byam 
profile by moving a wire accross the beam and readiug the re- 
sultant secondary emission. This involves the coordination of 
moving the wire -perhaps with a stepper motor-, and simul- 
taneously digitizing the secondary emission. .4 great number 
of points would have to be processed to obtain the desired re- 
sult, which is normally a couple of numbers that described the 
best fit gaussian to the beam. Clearly, processing every point 
through the network makes little sense. 

In yet other cases, perhaps intermediate in complexity 
between the simple I/O port access and the data rrdurtir>n 
process of the beam profile monitor example. protocol con:~r- 
sions are needed to make the data accessed b,v the workstaii<jns 
meaningful. A good example would be the reading of G PIH (It’- 
vices through a front end computer. Typically. the user at the 
data processing end would like to receive the actual data rrad 
from the GPIB device. The ASCII sequence of control charnc- 
ters needed to produce this data should be hidden. handlrd 1~) 
thr front end computer. 

The Local Area Computer 
JJ’e have developed a front end computer that is designed 

to handle a subset of the total hardware interface in a typical 
accelerator control system. This subset can be a certain physi- 
cal area (all the magnets, BPMs, current and vacuum monitors 
in a ring arc, for example) or a functional area (e.g., all BPMs). 
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Fig. 1 Typical Distributed Architecture Control Sys- 
tem. 
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These Local Area Computers (or LACs) can be accessed 
only through the data network (in our case, Ethernet). In their 
present version, they are meant to handle tasks that are not 
C!PIJ intensive, such as direct I/O port access and protocol 
conversion. A consistent software interface has been designed 
to allow for different hardware configurations in the future. 

The LAC architecture is based on the STD backplane, a 
low end, low cost, industrial romputer bus ‘, As shown in 
Fig.2, the t,ypical configuration consists of a CPU card (8088) 
with an incorporated serial port and interrupt controller, a 
mrnlory card, and several peripheral cards to communicate 
with the accelerator hardware. Most of these cards sre avail- 
ablr from commercial suppliers. Some of them, specific to ac- 
celerator needs, werr developrd in-house”“. 

‘I’he int.rrface vvith the Ethernet network is done through 
an intermediate bus: the Small Colnputer Systems Interface 
(SCSI). This was done in order to allow different hackplane 
bllses to he usrd in the future without modifying the network 
connection. All known computer manufacturers support the 
SCSI bus (normally used for connection of mass storage de- 
vices). 

LAC communication 

As mentioned before, the two main tasks performed by 
these front end computers are to satisfy control request,s from 
thr data processing end, and to acquire and tra.nsfer instrumen- 
tation data. These two reqllirrments have difffrcnt urgencies 
associated with them. Control requests need to be satisfied as 
soOn as possible (change the setting on a magnet 1 for exampI?). 
General instrunlentation data ought to be r?frrshrd at an ari- 
equals rate, Ijut does not carry as a jrholc that muc11 z~nsr of 
urgenc,v. ‘I’h~rr is also a big differrnrr in v(l111rne of data. C’<~II- 
troi rcqursts normallp involve very little dala transfer. whereas 
the amollnt of instrumentation tlal,a ran be quite big. 

LVr have therefore established two different rnerhanislns to 
deal with t,hese requirements. For control purposes, a request 
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Fig. 2 LAC architecture 

packet is received though the network by the LAC. The LAC 
executes the desired action, and returns the packet to the orig- 
inator with the reply status. This process takes typically less 
than 50 nls. 

For instrlunent,ation data transfer, an unsolicited trans- 

mission of all instrumentation data acquired by the LAC is 
periodically produced This transmission is not meant for any 
destination in particular, hut carries rather a multicast drs- 
tin&ion 4. Any data processing computer interested in that 
particular piece of the instrumentation database can attach to 
that multicast address and receive the packet. The rate at 
which this transmission is produced is given by an external 
trigger connected to the Ethernet controller (Fig. 3). One 
typically sets it to 3 to 4 Hz. 

This synchronic transmission of the instrumentation data. 
accomplishes several purposes. On the one hand, the multicast 
addressing makes it possible to transmit, only one copy of the 
instrumentation database, no matter how many data process- 
ing computers need it. On the other hand, the synchronism 
allows to set a different transmission time for each LAC on the 
network, therefore avoiding the possibility of collisions, which 
is the main source of real time response problems in Ethernet. 

Synchronic tra.nsmission is not a normal feature of the 
Ethernet standard. In order to implement it, an in-house Eth- 
ernet controller-transceiver card was developed’. The trigger 
pulse, common to all LACs, is processed by an internal timer 
within the Ethernet card to insure that LAC transmissions are 
staggered. Notice tha.t this feature in no way violates the nor- 
mal Ethernet protocol. 

TIME SLOT AIIAIIIISLE F34 JIG 1 

’ [IF # OF lACS=Zi? -Hih 

Fig. 3 Database Update. Every Lt1zC multi- 

casts all its instrumentation data (or 
the data that rhangrd from last update) 

once ~rqry trigger pulse. A timr slot is 
assigned to each LAG’ to avoid collisions 

on the Et.hernct. 

Network Access 

All network accesses are produced at the data link level, 
i.e., all higher layers of the network protocols are bypassed. 
This significantly increases the speed at which transactions are 
made. Onr would think tha.t the price is a loss of reliability iu 
the network connection. 

In a request/reply exrhangr, flc~ cr~ntrol (norlnall,v pro 
vided at the Transport I,eveI) is not n~drd hecause t,f the 
straight acknowledgement of the rrqllest I~!, the rrfurned rc- 
ply packet. Therefore a simple timeout at the originator rntl 
ca.n be used to retry the request in case of failure. In a mul- 
ticast transmission of instrumentation data, data may be lost. 

However, this isn’t critical because of the periodic update of 

information. The addition of a sequence field in all multicast 
packets is used then to detect lost packets. 

Software 

Fig.4 shows the softwnrr diagram for a T,AC. The SCSI 
driver and packet DEMI!X are common to all LACs. Specific 
application drivers are constrncted tc interfare with the hard- 
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warr. Most LAC!s will have the two shown in the figure, IOP 
(standard I,/0 port driver) and GPIB. 

In a typical request/reply sequence,a wquest packet is re- 
ceived by the SCSI driver, and analyzed by a port demulti- 
plexer. The port number identifies which application driver 
this request is meant for. If that application exists, an empty 
buffer would be available in the corresponding queue, which is 
filled with the contents of thr request and passed along to the 
application. The application (in this case IOP), executes the 
request and returns the packet to the originator through the 
SCSI driver. 

5. TRuss, “Ethernet Controller Adds Communications to SCSI 
Bus.“, Electronic Design, 36,20, Sept.8, 1988, 91-96. 

6. Ready Systems, VRTXj86 User’s Guide, Version 3, 1985. 

In the case of a multicast transmission (Fig. 5)? the SCSI 
driver receives an indication by the Ethernet controller that 
the last sgnchronic transmission has concluded (TRIGGER). 
All a.pplication drivers are then signalled. They, in turn, gather 
all the instrumentation data in a single packet and load it into 
the Ethernet controller for transmission when the next trigger 
pulse arrives, Each application transmits the packet with a 
different multicast address: allowing for the data processing 
computers to receive only the information they need. 

All software for the LACs is written in C and runs under 
the \:RTX real time executive’j. Code is developed on an IBM 
personal computer and down loaded to the target for execution. 
Once stabilizwl. the int,twt is to burn it in ROM and have it 
run stand alnnr. 

Meiwurements and Conclusions 
Timing mrasurements taken on a I,.A(’ prototype are pry- 

sentecl in Tablcx I, The data transfer slw~ds, holvewr nlclclrst. 
are perfertly adequate for the needs of an accelerator control 
syst~rrn. 

Jitter in time slot 1 

Table 1. Some Timing Measurements. 

12’~ described a low cost data acq”isition:rontrnl computer 
that can perform most of the hardware interface tasks associ- 
ated with an accelerator control system. hloreover, the use of 
standard data networks (Ethernet and SCSIj, real time cxec- 
utive (\:RTX) and high level language (C) open up the pas- 

sibility of integrating ot,hrr front end cc~mputers to the same 
network 
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Fig. 4 Software Dataflow Diagram for RP- 
quest/Reply. 
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Fig. 5 Software Dataflow Diagram for Multi- 
cast Transmission. 
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